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The brightest and
best girls get
the message.
Don't try
for the
really
CHALLENGING
work.

After all, a woman does not usually get a Ph, D. in biol-
ogy, physics, or some other field to be a more enter-
taining companion or a more enlightened wife and
mother.

If marriage were not the only or principle means for
woman to acquire status, sex appeal would not be the
dominate sales appeal for advertising copy.

MIEN REMAIN DEPENDENT ON

THE AFFIRIONATE RESPONSES

OF THEIR LOVERS, HUSBANDS,

AND CHILDREN FOR GOOD FEEL-

INGS ABOUT THE SELF. V

- - _

How many professionals
are women?

1930 -

1970 -

men are
unsexed

a by failure,

48
women
seem to be
unsexed
by success

+ -

- + - + - + -+

out of women now in sohuol will be employed in the future.

irl

A generation of overmothered children has
convinced many family advisors that too much
rnaternalism is not only destructfre to the mother
but annihilating to the children. (-'1I

Activities
performed
by women
are evaluated
less highly
because

they are
performed
by women.

711 ton't uttbereftinh what women want.
Yrtlib
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An Interview with Judith Bardwick

Much that a woman is told about the traditional role is a lie, and

it is a lie for the cruelest reason, all of the highest rewards are held

out for achievement of the kinds which have been traditionally

associated with males.

2 C:=4r_5211.1 < Spring 1971
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The following interview was conducted by CAPS Staff with Dr. Judith Bardwick, who Is
increasingly called upon as an authority on the psychology of women. Her recent book,
The Psychology of Women, is evidence of her special expertise. Her publication credits
also include coarlthorship of Feminine Personality and Conflict (see bibliography).

Dr. Bardwick Is currently an Assistant Professor in Psychology at The University of
Michigan, where she teaches an extremely popular graduate course on the psychology
of women. Her academic credits include a BA. from Purdue, en M.A. from Cornell, and
a Ph.D from the University of Michigan in 1964.

She has been married for sixteen years and has three childreran experience .hat
she finds germane to her credentials since it lets other people km* that she has
more than an abstract idea ct the concepts Involved in both the traditional and pro-
fessional roles of women.

Dr. Bardwick, you have stated that society Is not
particularly supportive of the adult female role.
Would you describe briefly what you mean by that
and what changes you feel are necessary In order
for society to be more supportive?

It is easier to be diagnostic than to tell what one
ought to do. I Think that for middle class
girlsespecially those who are encouraged to

get a decent education (statistically speaking, that
is at least one year of college, for that year dis-
criminates between thos: women who do and do
not go back to work after marriagc. --a double
message is held out all through childhood and
adolescence. On the one hand, girls are rewarded
for doing well in school. School achievement is
conceived of as independent achievement as well
as preparation for working. School occupies an
enormous part of the child's life space and re-
quires skills quite different from those of simply
being good at home. Girls, like everyone else, are
rewarded for this kind of achieving. Simuita-
neously, a fantasized, glorified concept of the tra-
ditional role is held out to girls. This concept has
the quality of a fairy tale. As in Sleeping Beauty,
a prince shall come and awaken the girl with a
kiss; they will get married and live happily ever
after. Flter the girl has marched down the aisle in
some sort of fairy tale costume (I think it is not
irrelevant that the bridal outfit is really rather
fairy-like), she learns that the reality of marriage
and the traditional role does not much resemble
the fairy tale existence she was taught to expect.

Part of the reason the traditional rote Is unfair,
as it is presently construed, is that it ;s no longer
very demanding and, therefore, not very satisfying
for achievement oriented people who have a need
to perceive themselves as somewhat independent
and productive. In addition, the traditional role
has evolved as a primarily maternal role and it Is

ti

inevitable that children grow up and the mother
who was only involved with her kids becomes no
ore. I happen to believe that it is destructive for
one to have to live one's life through someone
elsedestructive for all parties concerned. it ren-
ders the mother possessive of her children in de-
structive ways and also means that she must put
all her eggs in one basket. When the kids leave,
she louses her primary identity.

To gat quite concrete, the feminine role pre-
sented in the media is unrealistic. The negative
aspects of the role are minimized except in humor
and that humor is very telling and bitter. The ma-
ternal role is presented )s bowers of roses with
sorne angelic looking children who, of course,
never get sick or make messes or, in any way,
aggravate the parent. The media sort of jump from
childhood to the maternal paranoia of adoles-
cence where the mother looks at every kid every
night to see if one is popping dope of some kind.
Meanwhile, the mother is also maintaining a home
that is extraordinarily clean and satisfactory.

Perfectionist standards for maintaining a home
are inevitably part of the socialization of Ameri-
can women. I suppose my own experience is tell-
ing. I live in an enormous house and I simply de-
cided that I was not solely responsible for Cie care
of it; that means that everyone who lives there is
responsible. It is staggering to realize how with
oncea-week cleaning we really do not have to
clean other times. If a woman gets tied to the
glory of the floor of her house, she is inevitably on
a bad trip because people are going to walk on
that floor. Women are told that housekeeping is
wonderful, the route of fulfillment; Indeed, it is
possible to make a profession out of it, but I cer-
tainly do not think it is necessary. It must be bad
because of the frustration involvedthere is no
total victory over the battle against dirt and
clutter.
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If women do not participate in non-traditional
roles, all members of a family will undergo new
stresses because tasks have to be done and there
are no norms for sharing feminine tasks.

really don't think that people of either sex are
really fulfilled in any maximal way until they es-
tablish a long-term commitment to someone else.
I think that kids are probably a necessary part of
this for the overwhelming majority of people, but
the irrelevance, futility, repetitiveness, and goal-
lessness of some of the day to day activities pres-
ently associated with the roles of wife and mother
are not recognized. Every day is supposed to be
Happy Mother's Day. What is perceived as truly
negative is to be neither a wife nor a mother; to
not be a wife and not be a mother is a terrible and
frigid state.

0
Much that a woman is told about the traditional

role is a lie, and it is a lie for the cruelest reason:
all of the highest rewri.rds are held out for achieve-
ment of the kinds which have been traditionally
associated with males. The movers of society, the
innovators, and the creators are the ones who are
really esteemed. All the rest Is lip service. Thus,
what is held out to the woman as most critical to
her identity and estaem Is the traditional role, a
role which she must master to receive the mini-
mum rewards and approval of society. Simul-
taneously mastering the traditional role makes tha
probability of professiclal achieving rather mall.

The fact is that if one does master the tradi-
tional role the accomplishment is not regarded
very highly. The role is only significant In the neg-
ative. if the woman doesn't make it in the tradi-
tional role she Is an automatic failure. The ambi-
valence Inherent in the role is just not recognized,
so everybody lives this kind of polite !le with all
this irrational anger which Is not really irrational
at all. The Ile Is simply not acknowledged.

I think that one of the functions of a psycholo-
gist like me Is to help people understand the de-
velopment of women's motivation. Without all the
passion of the Liberation Movement, I try to ex-
Plain how women get Int^ the binds they do. The
Movement turns some people on, of course, but
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many people are turned off and don't listen. The
function of my book, aside from the fact that it is
good for classes, is that it explains the logic of the
motivational development whereby girls are reared
bisexually and then socialized at a critical time to
adopt the traditional role, the consequences of
which are essentially not recognized. It would be
a very healthy thing if the ambivalence in the role
were acknowledged. It is not altogether funsville
to raise children at any time. It is just a huge re-
sponsibility. My children are very satisfying, very
endearing, and I think, very special: but they are
also a drag. Women must acknowledge the fact
that adopting the traditional role means a cost in
participation in the non-traditional roles: If women
do not participate in non-traditional rotes, all
members of a family will undergo oew stresses
because tasks have to be done and there are no
norms for sharing feminine tasks.

The fact is that we have become a child-cen-
tered culture in the negative sense. Children have
become the world about which the mother's life
centers; she does for them, while they are rela-
tively frer of any responsibility. Children receive
but they do not contribute. Actually, soon as the
mother says she will not do x, y, or z; she will re-
ceive a great deal of negativism because she is
not maximizing her children's lives. When the
children's welfare becomes a maternal preoccu-
pation, then the things not done can be unimpor-
tant. But the reaction is exaggerated and every-
thing Is assumed to be enormously important. The
exaggerated maternal role means that when a
woman does something for herself, it's labeled
"selfish"depriving her family of somethlrg. Re-
alistically It's probably healthier for all concerned.
We always talk about big things like role and re-
sponsibilities, but life always comes down to nitty
gritty little things. It is who does the laundry and
who makes the lunch that goes into the sandwich
bag and who runs the vacuum cleaner and how
many times a week Is one willing to chauffeur a
kid where.



I think it is time that we recognize that 41.3 per-
cent of American women are working. The more
eduation a woman has, the more likely it is that
she will work, especially when her children are In
school. Working women are a reality, but a non
revolutionary one in that each woman functions
in the situation as though she were unique and
special. There are no clear norms for working
women. No one knows any longer who owes what
to whom. Now the Movement has made the prob-
lems all frightfully visible and change will occur.
I hope we will become less pathologically child
centered; however, i should like to add that sal-
vation doesn't necessarily come from working in
the marketplace.

Are you suggesting a combination role?
My life has been a combination, but a combina-

tion is not the only model. Finding models really
comes down not so much to what you read but to
who you know. I had a friend, for example, who
kept saying she was going to do something, but
she didn't. Finally after her kids started high
school, she started painting. She was very ama-
teurish, very bad, but she persisted in her very
amateurish lady-like way. I've been watching her
painting for years, and a couple of months ago
she took first prize in an art show. Over the years
h7r paintings have lost much of the amateurish
qualitv; they have changed remarkably. I don't
know if her paintings will ever be of saleable
quality, but payment is irrelevant except in so far
as it is important to her. What is important is
that she finds gratificationwhatever that takes.

don't know that my work is any more creative
than hers. The one difference is that I am on ac-
knowledged professional. My peers say I am a
professional and I get paid. I don't know, how-
ever, that that is the whole game. In some ways,
I don't red the recognition as I did when I was
younger.

Hew do you account for your changed attitude?
My self-esteem as a psychologist is clearer. The
vulnerability comes before peer acceptance. I

don't know about you, but I always knew I was
going to flunk. When I started college, I knew I
would flunk. I graduated first or second in my
class. Then I went to Cornell for a Master's de-
gree, and I knew I would flunk. I came here for my
Ph.D., and I knew I would fail prelims. In fact, I

was always a super good student, but I had an ex-
cuse for every success. I was even nervous after
the degree. I started to publish: "Here I am
worldtake pot shots." Right around age thirty
people come to the realization that they just might

be competent and stop making excuses for their
successes.

It isn't that I think I am wonderful nor that I

confuse myself with Freud. I don't really think
that I am a prime mover. The world of psychology
would probably have managed if I hadn't come
into it, but I feel a level of competence which Is
comfortable, and that means that I don't need
constant assurance.

I have chosen a rather traditional achievement
route, but I know people who have become sort of
prcfess!onal volunteer organizers and, in fact,
effect extraordinary change in their communities.
Some people look down on such organizations as
being filled with ladies who sip sherry and drink
tea at five o'clock, but such organizations can also
be a route for people who are enormously com-
mitted and who prefer that route. I think that
there are all kinds of alternative styles of life
many of which we haven't thought about. Most of
us have been socialized in the achieving model.
Women's liberation seems to regard that as the
only model. They really just seem to want to join
that game and get a piece of the action. I don't
think that the achievement model is the whole
bal. park.

The revolution among men, which is my current
interest, demonstrates just that. There is an ex-
traordinary wide-spread dissatisfaction among
men who have achieved the original goal which
they set for themselves. Once having achieved
their goals, they look around and say, "This is a
big rat race," or whatever it is. They say, "I'm
making money, so what is money?" or "I have
achieved fame and that doesn't turn me on any
more." i don't know how many men suffer from
this dissatisfaction, but I suspect it is a big per-
centage, and it has something to do with afflu-
ence.

For a long time earning a living and coping was
sufficient. A man knew he was a good malt be-
cause he earned a living and he coped. Society
has defined achievement as the traditional mas-
culine work route, but going from one television
to two television sets is r .)t enough to make a man
feel good about himself. Self-esteem isn't always
achieved through the traditional route, and when
it isn't achieved, frankly it becomes a real prob-
lem.

Women read all the fine things about the tradi-
tional rote and come to regard achieving within
the traditional role as sufficient. On the short
term this works out, but it doesn't hold up. As
women accomplish the traditional goals they are
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liberated to recognize the needs which they had
not yet gratified, and it is possible for these
women, who did achieve identity and self-esteem
through non-work routes to pursue new goals. If
a woman is achievement oriented, she will have
to achieve through some criterion that is within
herself, though her route may not be one visibly
held out by society. She may, like my friend,
choose to paint or she may choose voluntary ac-
tivity, which is not really in the mainstream of cul-
ture or regarded traditionally as an important
thing to do.

She may decide that she wants to go back to
school as sort of a dilettante. She says to herself,
"1 9m in the mood to take some anthropology and
English literature. There is just a whole list of
things I have gotten curious about in the last five
years or so, and I would like to hear what some
body who knows about them has to say." I know
people who have done that sort of thing for large
parts of their lives, but that is a very indulgent
kind of life style. These people do not return any-
thing. Learning for its own sake, of course, as-
sumes that somebody supports those who learn.

can't tell people how to live. I suppose that is
one of the reasons I'm not a clinician. I think
that alternative life styles evolve when people per-
ceive them as estimable. It is only because such
styles are perceived as outside of the mainstreams
of activity that they are called second rate and
that seldom renders them as sources of esteem.

This is especially true of the traditional route
for women. I believe very strongly that society
perceives women's contributions, women's life
styles, goals, capacities, personality characteris-
tics, and where they spend their time as second
rate. If one really looks at Women's Liberation,
one finds that they too regad these as second
rate. This perception of the self is a most cor-
rosively destructive kind. I feel very strongly
about that.

You have indicated in your classes that many of
the members of the more radical women's groups
are naive and unrealistic- -that they do not really
like themselves.

I am saying much more than that. I am saying
that Women's aeration is important. It vocal-
izes, it verbalizes, it makes clear what is around
but is not necessarily recognized by large num-
bers of women. What is feminine is second rate.
The socialization norms say that we must measure
everything In terms of male criteria and male per-
sonality qualities: control, aggression, indepen-
dence, innovativeness, creativity, p.rccluctivity, and
so forth.
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If you are talking about the ladies who belong
to NOW, PROBE, SCOPE and so on you are talk-
ing about very stable, sane, reality-oriented, and
legally directed groups of people. If you are talk-
ing about the radicals, you are talking about peo-
ple who are very angry, who are sometimes out-
side of psychological reality. Such women have a
level of hostility against society and I think against
men and specifically against sex of a degree not
shared by the majority of womenbut a certain
amount of ambivalence is a characteristic of the
total population.

Many of the more radical women's groups main-
tain that they wish to be treated exactly as males
are treated.

I think that is too bad. There E re times when I
work, when I lecture, or when I do research that
I feel anger If somebody intrudes sex. My sex Is
Irrelevant then. I really understand why some
woman publish with initials instead of first names.
I don't want my sex to influence the percep-
tions of the quality of what I do, or to be an
apologia, or to be a source of aggression. Outside
of this department, I sometimes find a lot of
skepticism and a lot of surprise because I am
not passive and I am deafly verbal. I could do
without that and I could do without the assump-
tion that able women are always super aggressive
and inevitably castrating. On the other hand, being
an atypical woman, being a professional is really
kind of fun. Upsetting expectations and the inter-
action on the personal level I really enjoy. When
there are large numbers of women working prates-
sionady, I won't be so atypical anymore.

On a more serious note, to be treated equally
means equal commitment and, In general, women
ha not been equally committed. Either svomen
are extraordinarily co.,,,iiitted, fantastically able,
unbelievably hard wor:.ers and, therefore, realty
atypical, or women are simply not so committed.
Women usually have dual commitments and I

think that this must be recognized. I am really
a pig I want to have it all. i want to work and
I want to be home by three-thirty. What employers
are likely to get are three-quarter time deuic.ated
workers.

Can such partial commitment we rk out for women?

I don't know. The line between being angry and
not being angry is very small. I realize now that
there were a lot of times In the past when It would
have been possible for me to be extraordinarily
angry, but my perception of the situations rarely
led to that. When I came here I was seven-and-
a-half months pregnant and I came because my
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The socialization norm say that we must measure
everything in terms of male criteria and male
personality qualities: control, aggression, indepen-
dence, innovativeness, creativity, productivity...

husband wanted to go to graduate school. I said
wanted to go to school too. The head of the

graduate committee said, "Hrtimm, you seem to
be a bit pregnant,"which wasn't true; I was a
lot pregnant. Despite his observation, I was taken
on as n special student. The next semester, when
I decided I wanted to be a regurar studait, tha
new head of the graduate committee was hostile
He asked me what I would do if I got pregnant
again, and I told him I would have a baby just
as I had all the other times. His question made
me angry, but not as angry as i could have been
if I had been more involved with the idea of
getting a degree than I was at that time. I recog-
nized the legitimacy of his question: "What is this
lady with little babies doing running around taking
up the space of a graduate student?" I didn't,
however, care what he thought. When my children
woe very young, I spent several years as a lec-
turer teaching introductory courses, half-time, ill
paid, and very happy. The work did not taxe much
time or preparation. I sort of stuck my nose in
a.,.d I saw people i liked. That was all I wanted
to do then. I viewed myself as a professional
that was a holding action on my part. I looked
around and saw that lecturers, such as I, were
never going anywhere. I was on a dead eno street.
people were shocked when they found out that
I wanted to be taken seriously after all, and
realized that suddenly my perception was askew
from theirs. I wasn't angry. I really think that their
perceptions were accurate. A professional Is not
someone who teaches two introductory classes.
A professional is someone who does research,
publishes, generates, innovates, and takes on
enoimously different responsibilities. When I was
ready, the department changed my status. It has,
in effect, been terribly good to vie.

My commitment has grown as I wanted It to, and
as I have wanted to change the departmeit has
been supportive. My experience has not necessa:-
Hy been typical I was lucky. A lot of people
have experienced very real discrimination. I have

seen only a little bit of it, but when I see it I

get very angry. I do not put down those women
who are angry about such discrimination.

Dr. Bardwick, you state in Feminine Personality
anti Confict that "Studies of the menstrual cyc e
rev,iiiF1 extraordinary affect change in normal

that corolates with menstrual cycle phase.
That is, at different cycle phases the personality
is actually in conflict w:th itself. I am suggesting
that there are regular and predictable changes In
the personality of sexually mature women that
correlate with changes in the menstrual cycle.
These personality changes are extreme, they occur
in spite of individual personality differences, and
they are the result of the endocrine or ether
physical changes that occur during the cycle. The
content of the change will be a function of the
personality and real world of the individual, but
the direction of the change will be a function of
the r hysical state." Do these bodily changes limit
the 9otential of women?

I doll like the one sentence. I should have made
it dear that a change can be statistically extreme,
but that does not necessarily mean that such a
change is extreme for the person.

To answer your question. I do not think so. Let
me put it to you another way, just slightly com-
petitively. There are now studies which correlate
the testosterone levels in men with aggressive
behavior. No one knows yet whether testosterone
is cyclic in production, but the idea of correlating
affect and psychological change with endocrine
state is not new. It can be done with any
erdocrine. Dependence upon physiological state
is not unique to women; it Is simply part of the
human condition. Someday we will have a clear
picture of the physical contributions to psych-
lo.gical state. For the present time, I think all 0

can say is that if yoJ are a woman and if you are
premenstrual, you ought to know it. Premenstreally
women have increasing levels of anxiety And
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hostility and probably lowered levels of self-
esteem. A woman should recognize that during
these few days the source of her anger or depres-
sion may be more related to episodic changes
than to a reality conflict. Severe changes can be
alleviated by some endocrine therapy. The sever-
ity of one's premenstrual changes it probably con-
nected to one's particular endocrine system for
the range of variability seems to be independent
of one's personality. To jump from the fact that
there is an affect cycle to incompetence in work
seems to be exaggerated.

Yet, the argument is frequently used. Premenstrual
women are involved in more auto accidents, more
household accidents, are more likely to attempt
suicide, and so forth. Could, for example, such
affect change keep a woman from being a com-
mercial jet pilot?

I'm saying that if a woman were a jet pilot,
research ought to be done to see whether ability
to cope with extreme responsibility and tension
Haight be endangered at the particular time. If that
were so, then she would be taken off flying status
for that couple of days. I don't think a federal
case needs to be made about the problem. It may
simply be that women, like others who are under
pressure or upset, may want to cool it when pos-
sible, to put off decision-making a couple of days.
To use the famous example from Berman, "There
are no that many Bays of Pigs."

You have indicated in your lectures and books
that women fail to develop their potential abilities
because of their vulnerable sense of self- esteem.
Can you think of any ways in which the education-
al system could be more responsive to helping
women with this problem?

Part of the whole problem starts with the girls
themselves. The majority of girls tend toward less
impulsivity, activity, and overt muscular aggres-
sion. This natural proclivity makes them less likely
to anger and threaten their parents and other
responsible people by dint of their activities or by
dint of their potential c;estructiveness to them-
selveslike running away or abusing other kids.
The lack of threats presented by girls allows them
to continue childish forms of dependency. What
happens is, simply, that girls are less likely to
push parents away or threaten parents In such a
way that the parents reciprocate with enough
threat for the child to develop her own identity,
her own sense of self-esteem. Do not misinterpret
what I ran by threat. There must be a stable
kind of Pffection underlying the interaction, bo-
cause if a parent threatens i child without
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assumed affection, he will have a very sick, with-
drawn kid on his hands. Normally speaking, what

think happens is that boys' behavior is such that
it threatens the parents and the parents recipro-
cate the threat. Up until the age of twelve, boys
are really very busy coping with these threats by
developing their own sense of self-esteem, their
own concepts of independence, and their own
concepts of goodness.

ins whole process is aided by the concept of
"bad boy" (there is no such expression as "bad
girl") which is reinforced by society. SchGol teach-
ers simply assume that boys will be bad and so
they have a tremendous response ready whenever
a boy is. Because boys are es a group more
motorically active, they are more likely to engage
in behavior defined by schools as bad; and they
are likely to experience threat. Ultimately, in
school too, the boy judges his behavior and his
work according to his own criteria. He is con-
cerned, for instancn, about whether the object
work, if it goesnot whether someone thinks it
is pretty.

The literature on achieving girls indicates that
their mothers have been hostile and competitive.
I suspect that such is not really the case. Because
the mother is not always supportive, not always
loving, does not necessarily mean that she is the
opposite. The mother's behavior is not necessarily
negative; it is probably more like the maternal
behavior usually associated with boys. 1 mean
that the mother is not always loving, not always
supporting. She probably doesn't continuously
enjoy the prolonged dependency of the girl, so
the mother pushes the girl to develop her own
kinds of esteem and identity by not rewarding
her all the time. The girl must find some way to
value her accomplishments other than just
mother's approval. The same dynamics would
operate in school.

I look at my cwn childrenall equally bright
and see critically important differences in their
behavior and attitudes. Tt e girls are terrific in
things like spelling, math, writing composition,
memorization, and retention. They are so well-
behaved it is not to be bel eyed. (A little of this
should come home, and I would enjoy it) They
are uncritical of school in ieneral, and of most
of the teachers and courses in particular. (This
Situation displeases me because I am displeased
with their education and I think the girls should
be more critical.) They get straight A's, however,
and they do not want to rock the boat. They have
adopted the criteria of the school: they Enjoy the
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reward of getting high grades and the acceptance
of their peers and of their teachers whn tend to
be, in general, conformists, middle-class women
who would not be very rewarding of deviant
behavior. I look at my son. He spells like an
idiot, but is also, in general, a good student;
however, he has in his head this enomous set
of reservations about specific procedures In the
schools. He can list ways the teacher could make
the subjects more interesting to him. He has his
own independent ideas of what is valuable.

I should very much like to see many more
men in the school systems, although i do not
know how deviant the men who opt for this pro-
fession really are. I think the system needs people
who can be happy with non-conformity and can
tolerate non-certainty. These people have the
difficult task of learning to reward creative or in-
novative deviance in kids. So the teacher must
sometimes tolerate being rejected as an authority.
Conformity should not be so positive ? thing
bright kids should be rejected for just repeating
what they read. My kids get A's for repeating
what a text book said, and that is awful. I think
one should deliberately not reinforce conforming
behavior and that would be very threatening and
very good for gift.. because it would make them
find new ways of achieving esteem.

You feel then that the most helpful thing one can
do for women is to help them find more inde-
pondent sources of selfesteem?

In my persona( judgement, I think it Is a bad
thing for people to be enormously dependent on
other people for their sense of esteem and ident-
ity. It is important that both partners in a

relationship have enough dependency needs to
realty relate, to be open, to need the other person,

but there must be independence as well. Enorm-
ously independent people, outrageously independ-
ent people are people who don't need other
people and clinically speaking, they tend to be
quite sick. We are talking relative quantities. In
marital relationships, for example, there should
be an evolution of trust and mutual growth which
comes, in part, from the need for the other person
and from the acknowledgement of one's own
vulnerability not just to the other person but to
life in general.

In my own experience I have found that special
relationship very nice, but simultaneously that
dependency does not generalize to the world at
large. I don't come to work looking to be loved.
I don't have to relate to my students like their
mother, I am a mother. If you like me that is
really very nice, but that's not the most important
thing at work. If you don't like me, just please
do not become too hostile for that makes me
uncomfortable.

We are rearing women whose dependency is
such that it engulfs other people and that Is

obviously not very comfortable for the lady and
just a little bit sick for everybody else. The lady
becomes the sum total of who she bounces against
and who will pop up like a jack-In-the-box and
say, "I love you, I love you." The danger is that
such dependency can eat up the family, kids,
friends, or whomever. Women cannot live through
other people, but their training for this starts
very early. The goat is never achieved and the
attempt is never ended. Simultaneously the
woman never knows who she is. When women
seek a healthy independence, this Inevitably In-
v 'ves crises and threats to esteem and questions
of identity and role.
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How Are Career - Oriented Women Different?

What part do a woman's background, values, and behavior
play in her choke of a career? How do these factors influ-
ence her choice of a career that may be considered atypical
for women?

Three recent documents have come to our attention which
discuss women who make unconvcntial career choices.
All three investigators chose a common base: they used
college girls as the population from which the data were
gathered, and they defined "unconventional career choice"
in a similar waythe choice of an occupation which is
now dominated by men. Each study made a comparison
of college women who chose conventional career goals
with those who chose unconventional career goats.

Here is a synthesis of the characteristics of women who
make unconventional career choices, as reported by three
authors:

DIFFERENCES IN BACKGROUND
1. The wo nan who chooses unconventional career goals

is more likely to have a working mother than the
woman who chooses traditional career goals. The
exposure to a working mother causes the daughter
to develop more liberal views of the feminine role.

2. Women making unconventional career chokes are
more likely to have been influenced by teachers,
professors, and people in the occupation chosen than
those women who make traditional choices. Tradi-
tional women more often name peers or family
members, as significant influences.

3. College women who choose unconventional career
goals are more fikety to have dated less frequently
in high schorl than the traditional group, and to have
enjoyed studying, reading, and solo activities more.
However, by the time these unconventional girls
reach college they report as many romantic relation-
ships with the opposite sex, and significantly more
non romantic male relationships

4. Unconventional women have more work experience
than conventional women.

5. Career oriented womem are more likely to have pro-
fessional parents, to c':+me from a family with high
socioeconomic status, and to come iron a metropoli-
tan environment,

6. Career oriented women are more likely to have ex-
perience with out-of-phase factors like late physical
maturity, not belonging to cliques in high school,
residential mobility, etc.

7. Women with unconventional career goats are more
likely to be receiving soda: support for their aspira-
tionsoften in the form of a sympathetic graduate
assistant.

DIFFERENCES IN VALUES
1. Women with unconventional career chokes are more

likely to be concerned with things rather than people.
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Those who are more traditional express greater need
to react with people and to be intimate.

2. In general, values of women who make unconven-
tional career chokes resemble the values of males
more than those of traditional females.

3. The unconventional women are more concerned with
personal autonomy and intrinsic motivation than
the traditional women.

4. The unconventional women tend to have values which
are more secular than those of conventional worni..%

DIFFERENCES IN BEHAVIOR
1. The more masculine the career field chosen and the

higher the degree sought, the less likely are those
women who choose unconventional careers to report
enjoying domestic activities and child care.

2. The women making unconventional career choices
are more likely to enjoy sex for itself rather than as
a prolude to marriage and are, in general, less ro-
mantic and family forming.

3. Women with unconventional career choices are more
likely to generalize from their own generally high
level of expectations for self to high expections for
a future husband, but less likely to displace their
Awn achievement oncerns onto a future husband.

Almquist and Angrist suggest tat women who crake un
conventional career choices do so more as the result of
enriching experiences which lead to a broader conceron
of the ferrate rote than as the result of any basic rejection
of the traditional role.

Almouist, Elizabeth M. and Angrist, Shirley S. CAREER
SALIENCE AND ATYPCALITY OF OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE
AMONG COLLEGE WOMEN. Journal of Marriage and the
Family, 11170, 32(2) pp242-148.

Until, Florence S. ROLE-INNOVATION IN OCCUPATIONAL
CHOICE AMONG COLLEGE WOMEN. Michigan University,
1961. Available from University Microfilms, 300 Neet &tab
Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan NM (MF.13.4$ XEROGRAPHY-

21JP. Order No. 70-4201)

Walstrak, Mary L. THE SOCIAL CORRELATED AND SEXUAL
CONSEQUENCES OF VARIATIONS IN SINDirt ROLE OR1
ENTATION: A NATIONAL STUDY OF COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Indiana University, Oa Avelleble from University Micro-
films, SOO North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 41101
(MF43.15 XEROGRAPHY$12.15, MP. Order No. 70.1113)



by Mattene Per tangle

Poruait d the Artist as a Prematurely Old Man
It is common krowledge to every schoolboy and even every Bachelor of Arts,
That all sin is divided into Iwo parts.
One kind of sin is called a sin of commission, and that is very intportent,
And it i; what you are doing when you are doing something ycu octant,
And the other kind of sin Is just the opposite and is called a sin of

omission and is equally bad in the eyes of 01 right-thinking
people, from Billy Sunday to Buddha,

And it COliSia of not having done something you shuddha.
I might as well give you my opinion of these two kinds of sin as

long as, in a way, against each other we ore pitting them.
And that Is, don't bother your head about sins of commission because however sinful,

they must at !east be fun or else you wouldn't be committing them.
It is the sin of omission, the second kind of sin,
That lays eggs under your skin.
The 'way you get really painfully bitten
Is by the insurance you haven't taken out and the checks you haven't added up the stubs

of and the appointments you haven't kepi and the bills you haven't paid and the letters
you haven't written.

Alo, about sins of ommission there is one particularly painful lack of beauty,
Namely, it isn't as though it had been a riotous red-letter day or

bight every time you neglected to do your duty;
You didn't get a wicked forbidden thrill
Every time you let a 'olicy lapse or forgot to pay a bill;
You didn't slap the lads in the tavern on the back end loudly try Whet,
Let's all fall to write just one more .otter before we go home, and

this round of unwritten letters Is on me.
No, you never get any fun
OM of the things you haven't done,
But they are the things that I do not like to be amid,
Because the suitable things you didn't do give yet a lot n, e trouble than the unsuitable

things you did.
The moral is that it is probably better not ro sin at all, but if some kind of sin you must

be pursuing.
Well, remember to do it by doing rather than by not doing.

Counselors, like almost every other professional
group, have been accused of contributing
to society's subjugation of American females.

This accusation is primarily supported by the
personal testimonies of many women who describe,
how their high school or college counselors In
various subtle and not-so-subtle ways actively
discourage the female's full personal and pro-
fessional development. Such personal accounts
of bias against females by counselors are rot
limited to the radical journals of the Women's
Liberation Movement; even more popular and con-

Ogden Nash

servative writers such as Caroline Bird are critical
of school counselors. In Born Female, she de-
scribes how counselors presently encourage girls
to consider only those occupations which are com-
patible with having a family and which can be
adjusted to the mobility needs of the male. The
girl Is constantly encouraged to see her vocational

Verses Irani 192f On. p.11, Little, Brown & Co, DSO
Copyright, 1911. by The Curtis Publishing Company.
Permission to reproduce this copyrighted material has been
vented by 1.401, Brown & Company to ERIC and oganiratiOne
operating under agreement with the U. S. Drip:* of Education.
Further reproduction outside the ERIC $ya.e.r requires pormiseFon
ca the etOrright owner.
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skills as less important than those of the male.
Caroline Bird suggests that alter vocational coun-
seling "the bightest and best girls get the mes-
sage; don't try for the really challenging work."

In the past year research has been conducted
which supports some of the accusations against
counselors. Nancy V. Schlossberg and John J.
Pietrofesa at Wayne State University observed
interviews between a coached female client and
counselor trainees in the counseling practicum.
They found that both male and female counselor
trainees displayed bias against female counseiees
entering a so-called masculine occupation. Using
a different technique, Nancy Friedersdorf invest-
igated the attitudes of sacondary school counsel-
ors in Indiana. She had the counselors roleplay
the part of either a college-bound high school girl
or a noncollege-bound high school girl. She too
found that both male and female counselors have
relatively distinctive attitudes toward which levels
and types of occupations are realistic and appro-
priate for both college-and non-college-botind girls.
The evidence from the research is not overwhelm-
ing, but it does tend to support the kinds of
accusations which have been made.

Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenkrantz
and Vogel investigated clinNans' views of mental
health and mentally heafthy males and healthy
females. They found that clinicians hold different
concepts of mental health for men and women
and that these concepts tenoed to support the
sex-role stereotypes prevalent in our society. For
example, they found that "clinicians are more
likely to suggest that healthy women differ from
healthy men by being more submissive, less
independent, less adventurous, more easily In-
fluenced, less aggressive, less competitive, more
excitable in minor crises, having their feelings
more easily hurt, being more emotional, more con-
ceited about their appearance, less objective, and
disliking math and science." This description of
women is hardly flattering. When these same
clinician's were asked t) describe a mentally
healthy adult, sex unspecified, the profile of the
healthy adult looked like the male profile. Given
the clinician's view of women, such a finding is
easy to understand.

Furthermore, the research also Indicates that
counseling Is less effective with females. A recent
study reported in AERA's Educational Researcher
points out the present Ineffectual condition of
counseling with regard to women and motivation.
This study, sponsored by the Office of Education,
set out to investigate what factors at home and
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at school contributed to maximum motivation for
boys and girls. It concluded that, "Effects to in-
crease motivation, such as special counseling and
teacher attention, appeared to have little long-
range effect on girls, whereas these same efforts
seemed to have an immediate and relatively long
lasting effect on boys." The traditional methods
of educators just are not getting the job done for
girls.

When Caroline Bird looked at the present status
of women, she stated that if change were to occur,
"the change would have to start with retraining
vocational guidance counselors who now have the
embarrassing job of preparing girls for the limi-
tations of the job market." Her WO in the ability
and Influence of counselors is remarkable! I, too,
would like to believe that counselors have the
ability and influence to make such a difference,
but if counselors are to do so they clearly must
become more innovative in regard to programs
and techniques for counseling women.

Essentially, I am reiterating an old criticism
made of counselors: Counselors, as a group, tend
to be passive when confronted with social issues
requiring innovation. I do not understand the
reasons for this lack of creativitythough I have
thought about what the reasons might be. I have
already dismissed a number of explanationsthat
counselors are unaware of significant social is-
sues that counselors are Ivy and irresponsible;
that counselors are too overworked or too dis-
interested to be creative; or that creativity is not
part of the job description of the counselor. Yet
most of the counselors I have met have been
able and concerned. These are more likely
explanations:

0
Counselors frequently become so overwhelmed

by the fascinating task of "completely understand-
ing" the social issue that tney spend all their
time collecting the data and never get to any
action phase for dealing with the problem. Inac-
tivity and passive understanding are overly rein-
forced In too many counselor training programs.
Counselors in training are consistently reminded
of the Importance of listening and analyzing.
While these are important skills or every counselor
to cultivote, he must at some point have more
to offer than a willing ear, a comfortable chair,
and a sagacious renecticn. Yet all too afters coun-
selors are seduced Into roles that involve only
listening, observing, and understanding. These
skills alone can help some clients but are certain-
ly insufficient for Dealing with major social and
professional issues.



This tendency to inactivity is further reinforced
by the somewhat delicate nature of some counsel-
ing relationships and by the counselor's desire
not to play god. Because of the intimate relation-
ships that counselors develop with clients, coun-
selors are warned not to impose their values on
clients, not to make decisions for clients, not to
misuse their influence. While such self-control
may often be appropriate for dealing with Individ-
uals, the same control is disastrous when applied
to social issues. The counselor's modest question,
"Who am I to tell others what should be done?",
results in no program planning, no creativity, and
no innovation when it is generalized from a reac-
tion-to-clients to a life-style,

Furthermore counselors have traditionally been
taught to respect each individual as unique. Once
again, such an attitude is to be commended, but
I sometimes wonder if we do not concentrate on
individual differences almost to the exclusion of
basic individual similarities. I cannot help but
compare the way man is presented by the insight-
ful poet or novelist with the usual case study
presented by the counselor. Naturally, one does
not expect the counselor to write as well as the
professional author, but shouldn't there be an
equal awareness of the universal qualities of
human experiences? Writers seem so much more
comfortable than counselors when describing
ideas and feelings of universal import. Writers
can somehow balance the particular as well as the
universal nature of one individual with his mem-
bership in specific groups who share common
experiences which are common to a defined class,
but counselors are accustomed to thinking about
how each person's response Is unique rather than
how it is similar to the responses of others.

A last reason and one of high priority for the
people at ERIC/CAPS is that all too often
counselors are not trained in the techniques of
gathering and utilizing research to facilitate pro-
gr3m planning. These skills are perhaps the most
crucial In responding to social issues, yet the
process of learning these skills becomes more
demanding daily.

Technology and a rapidly expanding knowledge
base hive combined to make knowledge utilization
a rather sophisticated discipline in its own right.
The counselor, however, cannot be expected to
design the innovative programs demanded unless
he Is familiar with the research relevant to the
problems.

0

I am suggesting that the counselor who wishes
to be an advocate of women's full development
must overcome his personal of professional pas-
sivity and modesty, must be able to think about
women as a group as well as individually, must
become familiar with a growing body of literature
describing the psychology of women eft her
changing role In society, and must be able to
utilize this expertise for program planning as well
as individual counseling.

I suspect that many of the accusations against
counselors made in the Women's Liberation Move-
ment have some basis in reality. Counselors
probably reflect many of the values prevalent in
societyand many of those values are not sup-
portive of women developing an optimal level of
competence and self-esteem. I cannot believe,
however, that counselors would deliberate!), sab-
otage a womas self-concept as some of the
more radical women's groups have intimated, The
counselors in the field, no doubt, vary both in how
aware they are of their sex rote biases and in how
much they are going to let those biases influence
their counseling hehavior. I would suggest that
the majority of counselors make an honest at-
tempt to 'reat all people individually and try not
to let a client's sex assume any unrealistic Im-
portance. Most counselors try to regard sex as
only one of the many important variables to be
considered, but I suspect counselors are more
guilty of underestimating rather than overesti-
mating its importance.

The research suggests that there are definite
behavioral differences in males and females when
viewed as groups (there is, however, more varia-
tion within groups than between groups), and
that these differences are genetically and physi-
ologically determined. This is not to dispute the
fact that society expands and embellishes these
differences to a degree that is probably unhealthy
for both males and females. Given the same
stimulus, however, males and females will react
quite differently. Treating males and females
exactly alike may not be the panacea many
women In the movement have suggested. At this
particular point in time, Ogden Nash's poem has
meaning for counselors. Counselors probably err
more by ommission than by commission. It is not
so much that counselors try to put women down;
they fail by not pushing women up.

Essentially I believe ti e counselor fails to be
truly supportive of women when he does not do
the following:

(1) Recognize the changing roles of women In
American society.
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The roles of women in American society
are rapidly changing. Already one American family
out of nine is headed by a woman. 42 percent of
all women work, and projections into the future
indicate that nine out of ten girls now in school
will be employed in the future. Most of those
women who will work will do so because they
have to have the income. The girls being counsel-
ed today may be living and working in a society
which is quite different froir the one in which
we are living. The youth culture already is not
accepting of traditional roles, and the needs of
society suggest that both women and men must
modify traditional roles considerably to be effect-
ive in the future. It seems to me that counselors
err if they counsel females in such a way as to
encourage conformity to present society when
future society is likely to be much less supportive
of traditional roles and much more supportive of
a number of alternative and combination roles
for women. Each counselor must decide how sup-
portive he can be of the changing roles and act
accordingly.

(2) Recognize and evaluate his own sex-role
biases.

Counselors have always argued that having
self-knowledge is a large part of being an effective
counselor. Yet, I suspect that until very recently
few counselors have really begun to examine their
biases about masculinity and feminity. Certainty
the counselor's biases about the roles which are
appropriate for women are going to affect his
interactions with female clients. If a counselor
believes that woman's major rote in society is
that of wife and mother, he is much more likely
to counsel women into those vocations which he
sees as compatible with her major role. While
some counselors may view almost all occupations
as compatible with the major role of wife and
mother, their numbers are probably not large.
Furthermore, there are still the subtle pressures
that tell the female client that she must view the
traditional role as the major one. Most people
have favored images of what constitutes feminine
or masculine hehavior. How does a counselor
react when females indulge in behavior which the
counselor defines as unfeminine? For example, if
a counselor is highly accepting of the traditional
females stereotype, it seems very likely that he
would be more accepting of female dependency,
passivity, and conformity than he might be of the
same behavior in the male. How might the
courselor re,,ct to an assertive, competitive, or
aggessive female if he finds those qualities un-
feminine? Would the counselor view independent
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achievement as equally important for females
and for males? How does he view the woman
who says she does not plan to have children or
who plans to have children but does not intend
to stay home when the children are small? Why
is it that so often only the wor 'Ian is asked to be
concerned about how her career plans can be
made compatible with her plans to have a family?
The implication that the family is more important
is subtle but clear women notice what is being
made compatible with what. Women notice if the
counselor refers to successful females as "attract-
ive and personable" and to successful males as
"intelligent and ambitious."

(3) Develop some level of expertise with the
growing body of recent research on :,ex dif-
ferences and on the psychology of women.

As Dr. Bardwick points out, few people even
acknowledge that conflict exists in the traditional
role of 'women -- what is advertised and what is
reality have little in common. Also implicit In the
modern presentation of the traditional role is a
dependence which all too frequently verges upon
the pathological. Any high school counselor who
really listens to high school girls cannot fail to
be aware of their frustration. How many high
school girls claim that they plan never to marry
while simuiteneously making every effort possible
to attract any male that wanders near? How many
view their mothers with little compassion and
express strong desires not to end-up resembling
their mothers? For many young girls, their life-
long expectation and their greatest fear is the
same some young man will marry them and
take care of then. Somehow these girls, young
and unable to verbalize that which is both their
greatest fear and fondest hope for the future,
sense the danger of the kind of dependence that
turns marriage into a death grasp rather than a
living connection. Few counselors are presently
able to honestly discuss the ambivalence of the
traditional role with these young girls. A counselor
who is concerned about women should be able
to help these girls explore and verbalize those
feelings which are so much s part of the exper-
ierce of all adolescent girls in our culture; the
counselor must do much more than that if he is
to be of any real help to women. I think the
counselor must be deliberately confronting with
girls in ways which are not entirely compatible
with much of his traditional training.

I think females need to be actively pushed to
seek what Bardwick calls "independent measures
of self-esteem," that females need to be con-
fronted when they harbor unrealistic visions of the
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traditional role and their `ores, and that
females must be er....our plore the neb-
ulous roJtes to self-esteem 4 nvolve varieties
of multiple commitments. Essentially the counsel-
or must design some program that tells women
about women.

There would be some restistance to such a
program, particularly from those girls who would
be most likely to benefit from it. Those girls who
approach their futures most passively, who have
no realistic conception of the traditional role, who
have no vocational plans or skills, and who have
little belief in their own ability to influence the
direction of their lives will have the greatest
vested interest in the American dream. (It may
also be these same women who will most likely
end up in the work force because of financial
necessity.) Such girls hope to marry some up-
wardly mobile young man who will -escue them
from a dreary and unproductive existence and pro-
vide them with both materiai goods and a reason
for .iving.

These girls are not going to be entirely happy
to be told by a counselor that to be pretty and
passive is not going to be sufficient although at
some level most girls have known all along that
more was needed. These girls will not all be
anxious to endure the risks involved in developing
alternatives to the traditional Kies, particularly
when there are sc few good rule - models in present
society. The counselor must seek methods and
programs which will make it easier for girls to
develop healthy levels of both dependence and
independence.

The counselor, for example, must find ways to
offer more support for female deviance from
stereoptypic interests, attitudes, and behavior. The
research on atypical women indicate that they
received both support and encouragement from
significant people in their lives.

At the same time that the counselor Is support
ing deviance, he must also t.)e supportive of those
qualities, interests, and activities of females which
have not been sufficiently valued In our society
often just because of Vie association with femln-
ity. Study after study documents the fact that an
interest or activity frequently is devaluated just
because it is considered feminine. Women should
never have to feel guilty for enjoying feminine
activities.

Counselors who want to help women develop
heaithy levels of self-esteem have a difficult job
ahead of them. Because society has given women

a conflicting message, the female motivation pat-
tern is frequently quite different from that of the
male. Achievement motivation in men has been
studied for years but similar studies with women
have produced conflicting results. Recently Matina
Homer has traced the source of this confusion.
She explains how in our society men are unsexed
by failure and women seem to he unsexed by
success. Unusual success for a female leads to
fears about one's femininity and to fear of social
rejection. Matina Homer has named this variable
in the female motivation pattern the "fear of suc-
cess." Her studies of achievement motivation
clearly indicate that females may require a kind
of supportive structure very different from that of
the male. She cites the research that shows that
women who have high motivation to avoid success
will not fully explore their intellectual potential
when they are in a competitive setting espe-
cially if males are involved in the competition.
Optimal performance is only possible for such
women in achievement situations which are non-
competitive. Obviously the counselor must con-
sider this problem if he intends to encourage
more exploratory behavior on the part of females.
Counselors must work to decrease the negative
feelings women experience when they are in com-
petitive situations and also try to find techniques
by which women can explore their interests and
abilities without getting involved in highly corn-
petitive situations.

If counselors are going to design programs
which meet the needs of those women who live
and work in a society likely to be less rewarding
of the traditional roles than the present one, the
counselor must have some familiarity witt. that
literature which describes the psychology of
women. This knowledge is as essential to the
development of innovation and effective programs
for women as the counselor's desire to help
women and the conviction that the world is ready
to accept women who have the audacity to believe
that they too have something to offer.
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Now that you have read the main arti-
cles on The Counselor and the Femi-
nine Protest," we hope you will want
to pursue the subject further. The fol-
lowing bibliography is provided in sup-
port of the articles, and also to aid
you to read further on the subject of
counseling for women.

(Documents that provide an ED num-
ber it these references are available In
microfiche or photo copy reproduction
from the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service. To order, read the instruc-
tions inside the back cover.)

e e
Min, Helen S. PERSONAL AND ENVIRON-
MENTAL fACTORS IN CACEER DECISIONS
OF YOUNG WOMEN. FINAL REPORT. Wash-
Mitten, D. Ca Bureau of Social Research,
Inc., 1170. EO 031 731 MF-011e HC$3.31 fISP.
Post high school experiences were the best
determiner-4c of career outcomes. Education-
al attainment end marital-famtirai status
bet predicted whether women would choose
careers In the professions or be housewives
and ofice vorkers. Of the person, vari-
ables, scholastic aptitude and socioeconomic
status as well as early choices, were the
best predictors. However, differer0 clusters
of characteristics were predietive of differ-
ent outcomes.

B ardwick, Juditn M. THI PSYCHOLOGY OF
WOMEN: A STUDY OF 810-CULTURAL CON-
FLICTS. New Yerkr Harper and Row, 1171.
An Integration of biological, psychological,
and medical data to explain the origin
e nd developments of sex differences. View.
ing the development of a person's identity
a Inextricably linked u.th, but not wholly
dependent upon, the sex role, the author
describes the unfolding of masculine and
feminine characteristics; their origins In the
endocrine and central nervous system; their
socialisation; their relation to ego develop-
ment, self-esteem, Productivity, end creati-
ty; and their function in treditionel roles
and work rotes.

Sarchhick, I., Horner, M. Omen, 1, end
Gutman, 0, FEMININE PERSONALITY AND
CONFLICT Os Wont, Calif.: Brooke /Cole Pub-
tithing Ce.,
Four essays describing the psychological
development of women: &cwt.: Identity, ego
styles, motivation, and conflict.
Sallow, Helen Irene. LIFE STYLES AND
ROLES Of WOMEN AS PERCEIVED SY HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS. Indians University, 1171,
Malteds him University Wean ImS.
North net' Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan
MOS (NF43AS XsrelaPhYS11811, SIN
Order Ni. 70-7414).
This study was designed to inveutiget
role perceptions end a petted life 'Vies of
high school freshmen and senior dirty to
determine *Whir then is a relationship
between their stated life styles and role
Perceptions and (I) year In school, (2) ed-

ucatinnal expectation', (3) academie opt!
tude, (4) socloccono nic background, (5)
educational background of the mother, anti
(6) present employment status of the
mother. The relationship between stated life
styles and role perceptions was also studied.
A further purpose was to determine whether
high school freshmen and senior girt' view
their future roles cs women In a traditional
or an colitarlan way.

Elmer', Judith! and Other*. SEEROLES AND
SELF-CONCEPTS: REAL AND IDEAL, Cam-
bridge, Massa Radcliffe Institutes Worcester,
Mass.' Clark University; Holy Cross College,
1170. ED 043 073 mr40.se HC43.21 10P.
Miles' and females' conceptions of Ideal
men and women in relation to thuir per-
ceptions of sex-role stereotypes and their
self concepts were Investigated. The follow-
ing hypotheses were supported by the re-
sults obtained; (t) Ideal males and females
are seen as more slmller than typical males
and females; and (2) ones self-concept
closer to his corresponding sex-role stereo-
type than to the sex-role bleat; one's Ideal
self is more similar to the sex-role Ideal
then to the sex-role stereotype. The findings
showed that individuals are content with
neither the sexroles Or with the restive
position of self with respect to the sex-roles
es they are perceived at present.

Entwisle, Dori' It, and Greenberger, Ellen.
A SURVEY OF COGNITIVE STYLES IN WARY
LAND N,NTH GRADERS' IV, VIEWS OF
WOMEN'S ROLES. REPORT NO SI. Settl-
more; Canter for the Study of Specie Or-
teeniest:an of Schools, Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, MO. ED 043 Ste HC$3.21
3t P.
The main focus of this paper Is upon the
acquisition of a few specific attitudes'
whether women should work; whet kinds
of Jobs women should hold; and whether
women are intellectually Curious. Views of
women's work role held by ninth-grade boys
and girls In Maryland are sampled with
reepondenls dawn from several resIdentiti
eau chosen to typify segments of the U.
S. population. Boys are consistently more
conservative than girls, Although in lasers'
those of higher ICI hold liberal Yews,
middle class boys of high ID are the least
liberal. Black children are test opposed
than white Children to having women Wka
ing outside the home, but are Just es
Conservative about hiving women holding
men's lobs as other groups. The greeted
differences between girls' end boys' Vows
were found for middle class whites.

Farmer, Hein S., and Sohn, MIrtU
HOMECAREER CONFLICT REDUCTION AND
THE LEVEL OF CARELR INTEREST IN
WOMEN. Journal of GeuneelinE hYchtlitC4
MC 17(3), rpni-M.
The study was an attempt to reduce born-
censer conflict experimentally by providing
a measure of loctal sanction for pen-
sionally demanding career roles, and to
Mentire the effect of this reductiOn On
home and career Interests. Results Indicate
that regardless of msri'll &Mtn, vocational
Interest can he raised.

I6 =if ca.o.ant Spring 1971
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Frankel, Phyllis Schwarts. THE RELATION.
SHIP OF SELF CON:EPT, SEX ROLE ATTI
TUUDES, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ACHIEVEMENT NEED IN WOMEN, North-
western University, 1170. Available from
University Microfilms, 300 North Stab Roatl,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 44101 (M143.1111 BERG-
GRAPHY $12,40, 273P. Order No. 7055)
The find:nes suggest that goal oriented
women, regardless of their age end state
in life, are predominantly comfortable with
themselves and have reached a general:),
good level of personal adjustment. The
valuing 01 self appears basic to the devel-
opment of goal oriented behavior. Goal
oriented women Indicate greater feelings tf
self worth than do nongoal oriented women.

Friedersdorf, Nancy Wheeler, A COMPARA.
TIVE STUDY OF COUNSELOR ATTITUDES
TOWARO THE FURTHER EDUCATIONAL AND
VOCATIONAL PLANS OF HIGH SCHOOL
GIRLS. Purdue University, 1170. Available
from University Microfilms, 300 North bob
Road, Ann Arber, Michigan 41100 (MF43.00
XEROGRAPHY14.00, 171P. Order No. 70-3111)
The Present concern over secondary school
guidance and counseling practices with le-
wd to the emerging roles of women In
the world of work requires continued serious
attention. This study was an attempt lo
determine the attitudes of counselors toward
the educational and vocational goals of
high school girls and to determine the
nature and extent of attitudinal differences
among counselors.
Harmon, Lenora w. THE CHILDHOOD AN)
ADOLESCENT CAREER PLANS OF COLLEGE
WOMEN. Milwaukee: Wisconsin University,
1170. ED 040 461 MF-50.0 HC-63.21 SIP.
The findings suggest that women do not
make many or varied early choices, and
that their later choices, although male
varied may be restricted to typical women's
fields.

Haw Ay, Peggy. THE RELATIONSHIP OF
WOMEN'S PERCEPTIONS OF MEN'S VIEWS
OF THE FEMININE IDEAL TO CAREER
CHOICE. San Dieser San Diego State Collets,
1110. CO 000 III MF1044 HC-S3.21 SOP.
A total of 136 woman students: math science
majors, counielorlin traIning, and teachers-
in-tralning ware et:biota in this study
concerned with the relationship between
women's career choice and their perception
of men's views of the feminine Ideal. At
predicted, women's perceptions of men's
views of the feminine ideal were differen-
tially related to the careers for which they
were plannirt VVcrnen In Meer areas
traditionally considered masculine (math
science) were most concerned with men's
approval. Ye:ethers-In-training fended to be
more home-centered than Job-centered
CounserorsIntreining seemed to be less
governed by their husband's wishes than
either of the other groups. The math science
subjects were more nonconforming In their
choice of careers while Counts lore were
more non-conforming in regard to their
husband's choice.

Heilbrun, Alfred I, Jr. TOWARD RESOLU-
TION OF THE DEPENDENCY PREMATURE
TERMINATION PARADOX FOR FEMALES IN

PSYCHOTHERAPY. Journal of Consulting And
Clinical Psychology, 1170, 34(3), 11113624111.

Paradoxical behavior of dependent females
tending to lave psychotheray prematurely
has been linked to the Initial tendency of
male therapists to be nondlrective with
females,

Lanza, Ernest R. AN INVESTIGATION OF
VARIOUS ANTECEDENTS OF SELF ESTEEM
AS RELATED TO RACE AND SEX. Ball State
University, 911. Available from University
Microfilms, 300 North Seib Road, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 4111011 (MF41.00 XEROGRAPHY-
111.10, 210P. Order No. 7045,406).
Students with high self-esteem: (1) have
mothers who are high In self-esteem, emo-
tionally stable, adequate in their view of
themselves as mothers, pleased with father's
child rearing practices; (2) have fatiAirs who
are more stable in their employment' (3)
have Pe rents who appreciate academic
achievement In their sons; and (4) view
parents punishment as being effective.
Students with low self-esteerm (1) have
mothers who are low In self-esteem; (2)
have parents who appreciate academic
achieveent in their sons, and have had
previous marriages; and (3) do not view
themselves as popular persons.

Maccoby, Eleanor (Ed.) THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SEX DIFFERENCES. Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Pre,s, 1041.
An authoritive synthesis of tho literature
on sex differences.

McGowan, Barbara, and Liu, Phyllis Y. H.
CREATIVITY ANO MENTAL HEALTH OF
SELF RENEWING WOMEN, Measurement
and Evaluation in Guidance, 1170, 3(3),
po111-145.

Scores of 168 women on the Personality
Factor Questionnaire revealed they were
highly intelligent and creative as compared
with the standard for adult women. Factor
direction suggested that self renewing
women as a group might be described as
"self sufficient extroverts." In contrast with
Cettell's description of creative people as
"self sufficient ntroverts," 531f renewing
women appear io function within a produc-
tive range of psychological health.

Owens, Louise H. TOWARD MORE IttlAN
INOFUL COUNSELING WITH WOMEN. Wash-
ington, D. C.: American Personnel and
Guidance Association; San Francisco' Vet-
Brans Administration, 1170. ED 140 407 Mr-
$0.115 HC$3,51 IP.
The document is concerned with women's
failure to Plan some reasonable occupation-
al program, the lack of which places
increasing pressure on the camera and
the female counsels. The report discusses
soma research 01 femininity: (1) how women
adjust to the so..ral norm: (2) how women
describe the Ideal woman; and (3) how
women sea themselves (self Image). Age
groups from 25 to S4 are considered and
ddierences between them are noted. Also
included are suggestions to be applied by
the colmselor.

Pletrofets, John J., and Schlossberg, Nancy
K. COUNSELOR SIAS AND THE FEMALE
OCCUPATIONAL ROLE. Detreiti College IN

Education, Wayne State University, 1570.
CO DOI 051 MF $0.15 HC-41.211
The Inferior pot tion of women In the world
of work is discussed as a backdrop for
this study which sought to '`.et the hypoth-
esis that counselors are biased spinet
women entering a "masculine" occupation.
A coached female counsels*, portraying a
college Junior who is having OlffIculfy cla-
dding between teaching and engineering,
was privately interviewed by 16 male and
13 female counselor trainees it Wayne
State University, All Int^rylews were taped
and then rated for their apparent bias byr
t1) a male graduate student In counseling
end guidance; (2) a male counselor educ-
cater; and (3) a female college professor.
Results indicated that counselor bias exists
against women entering a "masculine" 01-
cupation. Female counselors "'splayed as
much bias as males. kr along are
discussed.

SafilioeRothsc hild, Constantino. THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE WIFE'S DEGREE OF
WORK COMMITMENT UPCN SOME ASPECTS
OF FAMILY ORGAPIITITION AND DYNAMICS.
Journal of Marriage and the Family, 1170,
32(41, pp611410.
This study examines the relationship pat-
terns among families with wives who have
a high work .:ommitment (HWC) and those
who have a low commitment (LWC), The
former perceive themselves as having more
freedom In and out of the home, and
Lein& the major decision maker. The latter
feel more restricted, end make decisions
jointly with their spouses.

Steinmann, Anna, and Fax, David 1. ATTI-
TUDES TOWARr WOMEN'S FAMILY ROLE
AMONG BLACK AND WHITE UNDERGRAD
UATES. Family Coordinafer, 1170, 11(4),
pp3s3-311.

The self perceptions and ideal women of
black and white women were 'lightly self
achieving. White women as In previous
samples said men prefer a home Oriented
woman. Black women, however, felt men
wanted a woman balanced between home
and career aspirations, and black men
agreed. White men also delineated a bal-
anced ideal woman unlike what white women
believed.

Watley, Fonivan ,f, CAREER CE MARRIAGE/
A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ISLE YOUNG
WOMEN. VOLUME I, NUMBER T. Evansten,
111.1 Minna' Merit SeholorshiP Cern., INC
Ed 03$ III Pollr-0.S$ Nit -$3.d DP.
The educational and career field aspirations
of groups differed; and those seeking an
immediate career scored higher On scho-
lastic ability tests than those who either
planned r.o career or who planned to delay
entering.

Weis. Susan J. F. SELF ESTEEM AND SELF
IMPLEMENTATION IN ROLE SALIENCY OF
WOMEN Pennsylvania State University,
1174. Available from University Microfilms,
IDS North Scab Read, Ana Atter, Michigan
44101 (Aur-$3.011 Xaregrephy411011,
Order He. 70-7246)

The data provided significant evidence that
greater role saliency coincides with greater
esteem end lesser saliency with lower self

therefore, that roleesteem. It appears,
Saliency Is a factor in attaining psycho:eclat
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ON COMMUNITY
COLLEGES

ACCOUNTABILITY was the theme for
the 1911 Amtual Convextiox of the Ameri.
ran Association of Junior College: (AAX)
held ix Washington, D.C., February 28 to
March 5, 1971.

Studeot Personsel services aid the elec.
tivexess of our program: are a tattooed
concern of community college adtsimistra
tors, trestees, aid sitarist personnel. Coo.
Noised Wet by the federal goveronsext of
funding makes it imperative that our effec
avows be measurable.

to 1965, ruder a groat from the Carxegis
Corporation, Dr. Max Reliefs, at that time
Deux of Stedexts at Piet hush, College,
turveyed the :Hideo Persoxoel programs
over At comxtry. His survey provided ix
formotiox that suggested more thee 75 per.
real of the programs were nothing more
than paper programs, without .early exorgh
staff or titmice' to begirt to do the job.

lx wort Hoorahs, as a Idiomup to Dr.
Robots stody, the Esso Edecatiox Foetid°.
lion has awarded a frost to AVG'. to staid,
the areal Hata of stoles: pertain,
services ix a referred sam,Ple of two-year
colleges.

The project director is Ism n. Mateo',
who is or a .sabbatical leave frost her gios
Floe of professor of 'location aid el:lora.
motor of the gradoate trellising program io
leekr college strident personnel work at
Califoroia State College Los Amities.

The procedure: of the :tidy will flail'
I estestioseers rent to the thief slam
Perrorsetel admixistrator of each !wolfs,
college reeking leformation abort its pro.
fears of student services. Axother Part of
rLe fled, will ixvolve visit: to a selected
tromp of complexity aid joaior colleges
re explore for some depth the imptementa
rho of tie student per:coed fi.ctioi. Ca-
reers to be visited will be selected ox the
basis of a lumber of criteria, indirdirog sloe,
froeraphical location, age of losatittioo,
ottatritrat, system of gov aaaaa ce, motif-
toretiox district, etc. The most imperial
caroler will be the p f tigovotiv.,

, aid soteessfort practices le the
trident Personae( area. A Mini facet of the
'tidy will revi,w pretervice and iservice
irately: programs specifically Pricks' so.
ward rtreyear college stalest jasiotletet
workers that have beeo developed by four-
Sear colleges aid ottiversititiet.

Amon, the seticipata ortromer of the
!lady (1) a tt.rreot assessment of the
ale old Hata of stolen perspired tern.
reel fa twoyeer colleges; (1) identifirstion
rf treads I. Otootratiad Potters% Stank,
daelerds. end imptemostioe premieres as

1 8 rli C A ',SOU, V Sp rj rip 1971

by Ralph W, Bantierd

related to varying dimensions of twy..ar
colleges; aid (3) guidelines 14, the prep.
oration and development of professional
and paraprofessional personnel to carry out
strident personnel fractions its molter
colleges.

DID YOU KNOW
Earlier this year I indicated that a special

interest troop in foxfor/consmsmity college
research was brier established withix the
41fIcetroll Educatioem Research Astoria-
floe (AERA). Since that time a groat deal
of discussion aid onestiosing hos been dose.

laxuary, 1971, bur regional meetings
were held to develop a set of fuectioxal
goidelixes. At the AERA coxoextion in
New York City in February, the entire
special ioterest group met as a fog
committee for plaxxixg.

The following excerpts are from the
March 4, 1971 eeeee jog committee meeting.
Dr. James Treat is chairmax,

Objectives:
1. Stimulate and offer a platform for

resrarrh ass the jolter college.
2. Paper ses..ioxs at AERA.
3. Commextrotiox meeting at AERA.
t. Dissemixatiox of s:seareh
5. Disseutioratioe of methodologies.
6. Coxothative servi e by commutes

(trate( and exp provided, could,.
big service free) on the following:
a. Retearch leaps at lostitotioot
b. Review proposals for research
c. Research Note on articles is stand.

and periodical:
I. Work session at AERA old other

mettle::
r. Clearieghoesc of Needed projects

and research areas for gradoor
stokers

f. Presessiox on junior college research
7. Mantel, a flow of reasons for the

research being :,roposed or collected
to stay ix the fortis of the faculty cod
admioittralore torolord.

Dr. Treat': address is:
Dr. James Trent
Room 320, Moore Hall
University of Cali /orris at Los Amides
Los Angeles, California 90024

The Office of Edoration has ',proved
the following lestiottions, shorttom trate.
fug programs, aid special projects sob.
omitted rider Part E sf the Ellicott's Pre-
furious Developmext Art (EPDA) to mete
critical shortage: of higher eloratioe per.
soonel eel to irrprove the oaslificatioes of
college end siolversity lathers and other
p eel.
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UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD, West
Hartford
INSTITUTE FO t COLLEGE COUN
SELORS OF 1,I1NORITY AND LOW.
INCOME STUDENTS
July 12 August 20, 1971, 40 participants,
2 yr. and 4 yr., in-service and pre service
DIRECTOR: Dr. Edward W. Pepyne

Associate Professor of
Counselor Education
University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford,
Connecticut 06117
(203) 523.4811 Ext. 631

SANTA FE JUNIOR COLLEGE,
Gainesville in cooperation with:

California State College, Los Angeles
Dallas County Junior Collage District
Forest Park Community College
Brookdele Community College
Permits Community College District
Seattle Central Community College
College of Alameda

SIX SHORT -TERM TRAINING PRO.
GRAMS FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE
STUDENT PERSONNEL WORKERS
October 11, 1971 May 19, 1972, 108 par.
ticipants, 2 yr. and Technics! Institutes,
in-service
DIRECTOR: Dr. Jane Mahon

Professor of Education
California Stets College it
Los Angeles
5151 State College Drive
Los Angeles,
Californi, 90032
(213) 224.2015

ELIZABETH QIN' STATE UNIVEWo1.
TY, Elizabeth City
PREPARING COUNSELORS AND IN.
STRUCTORS FOR UNDERACHIEV
1NG COLLEGE STUDENTS
June 14 to July 23. 1971, 40 participants,
2 yr. and 4 )r, in-service and preservice
DIRECTOR: Dr. R. M. Edwards

Chairman, Dtgartment of
Education
Elizabeth City State
University
Parkview Street
Elisabeth City,
Nortf Carolina 21909
(919) 335.0551, Ext. 318

'CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY,
Cleveland in cooperatioa with:

Cuyahoga Community College
o'REPA111NG COUNSELOR INSTRUC-
TORS FOR UNDERACHIEVING COL-
LEGE STUDENTS
July 1, 1971 to June 30, 1972, 40 prtici-
pints. 2 yr. and 4 yr., ;niers/ice and pre
service
DIRECTOR: Dr, Allred Livingston

Executise Vice President
Cuyahoga Corn.nunity
College
2123 Emit Ninth Street
Cleveland, Ohiy 44115
(216) 241.5966
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The New Professionalism

liter' is evident today in many discvssiarts al counselors consider-
alien of what has bacoma known as a "new professionalism".
Though real a will developed concept, or one that has the same
moaning in all who use it, it dolts appear 0 ha characterized
by two major emphases. The Eat amphcsis 1. a nadir* are, a
seaming disconnt and questioning of what has been known as
"professionalism." Basic to the questioning is a feeling that
professionalism and professional groupings have bean salt seeking
and working for their private interests rather than the public.
Inarest. Elevation and perpetuation of Oa status of the Ingraup
have bean seem as more Important than a concern for societal
nerds. To me tiara Is a foaling of betrayal of trust by the public
which aslablishad rho group as praltallonol and which granted
them specie privitegas In this admitknca of new members and
The ongoing determination of oth/cJi and appropriate b.hovlor.

A second macula can probably be bast characterized as a number
of new dimensions to prolassianalism which same foe en necessary
if profestlenalism is to cantins t to hare meaning and Importance
In our satisfy. Mars aro probably Ar dimensions which are most
frequently (I) grater sefovonc and responsiveness,
121 lessened tartitorialityr 131 on activist and outreach orintation/
141 'peas performance *assciations, and f51 reduced mpties!'
on credentials.

I. .,'rectter Reeve-co and Responsiveness Tar many poplo the
sins qua non of meaningful professional behavistr is an or present
attention to and concern for urgent social problems. it Is hare and
now concern tor responding to what are Met problems and concerns
which Treciudo peep,. from living the lives they hart the potential
For. H is rpeciaily doing something now about thole problems that
ore here with us at this moment in time. Relevance Is defined as
both crooners of what the probfnms am, as seen by thou who on
eoperioncing them, and mabilieins resources to do something about
them.

2. Lessened TerritorialityThe new ptenssIonalism hos pointed
forge Anger at what Is tepardad as the "narrow and provincial
behavior of Trolestionofs" which leads to ostabfishing "tarritorlos"
of responsibility with the concomitant hoeing of wow to he who
trona tarraory of 'whir professional. Professional be.
horror, In this arise is seen as a motive /two wckIng against
the broadening and todAnition of professional kahavIae. Tho.

hope of the now professionalism is that Theo will b. greeter
permeabiiity betton "territories." Also, thot linkup's and collabo-
ration between ware in the hatpins professions will 14001 so
that Oa boundarias between professional spciabis will blur and
be replaced with new deAnitions emphasizing the moans of mote
eaectively the Wants of a wide f0/1011 c>1 hafping persons

21

3. An Activitist and Outreach OrientationTraditionally counsel-
fors hare been smut as Individuals who are primarily office bound.
They respond to that which is brought to them. They an aspen as
available rather than seeking out. The "new professionalism" it
emphasizing the Importance of counsew outreach, of en csJivlat
orientation which leads the counselor ti go when the action Is and
provide 'stakes where the need is. basic to this approach is a
psycho/4:4y of turf. The basic concept hare is that It le diPlcult
Oil nai impassibissi for many people to relate to the helpers in on
"alien climate which they Terceira as assantiaify hasoife and ape
press/re. Perhaps most importantly this approach seas the counse-
lor as one who shows his humanities by his initialise and mobility
in responding to both environmental renditions and cancrne that
are dbil.tating to humans.

4. Performance Expectations Along with a great., humonenoss
Is an 0/.11,11 -Infrecliciery mphasis an meet:Irritability and per,
far/nonce, The invisibility aI a professional and his work and the
lack al acy clear-cut standards al quality hos r ado it difficult, II
not impassible, tar a societal monitoring of profits:Ili:nor quality.
With Increased participr.tion of the lidera' go,ernment in programs
there has been a demand for the means to know when what wos
atomised was actually delivered. Thorofare, the new prafessionois
an askirg for per/ammo °Nadia: by which the outcomes of
both parsons and programs may be viewed and 'valuated.
5. Reduced Emphasis an Credentializing Moro Is a new em
phosis on parformance and aspens* to present needs now rebate
than in the future. the coronry thought It that one can dispans*
with all the provicus aticntion daval,..0 to Insuring that only Oho'.
who hare the "proper" credentials can help. The /not will la on
performance rather than credntials This approach will open up
the means of sultry into a hatpins area and will asald the vicious
circle of l'arldarlail 011:11011C bcaut a parson was not train's( or
that ha cannot be trained because he doesn't have the appropriate
prerequisite credentials.

Implicit in rho rational. for the "new prefaalanalism" Is the view
that professionalism and professional associations, as we haw
known Merl, hare been morn affective in pawing 'he what Is
than In preparing people far the what to Ja.Mornbert of popuiallan
subgroups the culturally Meant, woman, and youthhove pub-
lie/ criticised prolassionol groups Inotantion to and In-
tdoctianess In responding to their group floods.

In particular prafestlanal groups Aare xperietnced diffit4ty In both
the dissemination and the utilisation of Innovations and now
knowledge. To a Wile extant, professional groupings hare roped
upon ;ournois and converiti2nt as their weans of focilltoling dls.
seminatiors and utilisation. Theta aro necessary, but hardly sure
Relent means. Nonetheless, many professional groups has* re.
spans/ad to the need for new procedures and new ideas with a
multiplicity of nor journals. It is almost at I' Oa rational was the
helping prolostionols could "read flair way" aid st their di/ammo.
The enterer Hams to be that more information similar to that which
is already available will rain's, he concerns of most counolote

fn my judamant then. is a need for professionals and professional
groups to assume a new look." Clearly, many counsfort hao
inadequate linkage with Information systems that con deliver the
kind aI in 'ovations and new knawradg which a present -day coon.
afar must have. ,h, change In our social climate end the change
In the popuf,tions we deal with demand that wo operate from a
continuing rangy& and recorpoptualizotion of counseling. It Is
both vereirfic and undesirable to expect that counseiots con mew
flair professional bahoriors On that, own. A systematic naafi* Is
notated that can regularly enw and update counselor Werke,
Such a means now axle, For Moo who wish la implement H, le my
neer column I will detail the derefopmant of a self.ronwing cyan
sear inowledgo utilisation system --es, hew to be will II without
ropily tryirs
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New Publications Offered in the Coming Year
A NEW CAPS Capsule CAPS Capsule Communique

A Journal

A News Sheet for
School Couns fors

An Annual

Proceedings

A Monograph

In the Director's Print Out of our Winter Issue
of CAPS Capsule, Dr. Walla introduced you o

our publcotions progrom for the coming school
year. In this section, well lake a look of these
publications and their goofs for our Weir eudi
ence--YOUI

The most significont now function of our publi-
cotions is the emphasis on the onalysis of infor
motion. Not only do we want to keep you
informed about new documents and other ma-
terials in the Feld of counseling and personnel
work, but we olso wont to work in your behalf
to make this informotion ovoitroble to you in
readily usable form.

The second new development in the publications
oreo rho? you will notice is the instituron of
charges on the publications. The charges hove
become necessary to continue to offer the rang*
of publications that we ore able to produce.
They ore, howeve., eased on the mii'mum
passble costs to you, and we feel that you will
still find them worthwhile at this minimal
charge.

The following articles deAribe our new dire
kna in publications, Toke special note of our
three new oublicolionsa journal, on onnuel
in gUidericst ond personnel services, and o
selective disr.erninotion news sheet ond the
new look of CAPS Copsvit

SPECIAL NOTICE
In order to trim our mailing list of all
Inaccuracies and rising mailing cods,
we arc asking your help In renewing your
request for CAPS Capsule at this time,
This Is your lest Issue of CAPS Capsule
UNLESS you fill out the ordering form on
pap 24.
White you're at it, check your choica a/
new CAPS publications as well

20 11 II Sp! Mil 1971

The new CAPS Capsule will continue to keep
you info mid on all the CAPS activities. It will
be /0_1 newsletter for linkage to CAPS and tie
ERIC r y terns. New publications will be on
nouncer; as they' become ovailotile for distribu-
tion, and more newsy items wil be included--
onnouncements of new information sources of
interest to counselors and personnel workers,
briers on current research, high interest docu
merits, end so on.

In addition, we ore interested in your partici.
potion. Brief, newsy articles of up to 250
words from our aud-ence will be considered for
inclusion. Selection will be made on the basis
of newsworthiness and space ovoiroble.

CAPS Capsule will be distributed free three

times eoch school year to our S eneroi moiling

A Journal
The journal will take in the look that ties been
CAPS Capsule n the post. It will, however,

assume o new sole. Our resnonss to the format
of our expended newsle, -r ICI PS Copsule of
present} has been very encouraging.

In the future, we will expend it even further
to include more of the kinds of articles you
have seenindividull and group interviews,
model programs, etc.ond also more contribu-
tions from outside sources, and reports on

model programs and trend orecs by the CAPS
stet. The empties s will be on wears of current
or projected interest,

The journal will be ovelloble beginning in

September, on a subscription bas's and will be
published three or four times I.och year. The

tote is $5.00 pet year.

An Annual
Frequently. it our information cinolysis process,
our specrolists make nor. of itrto,n areas in

which a great deal of research has been done
that has in-mediore, practical vie for counselors
and personnel *osiers The Arrival will be on
et iensive cur, vlation of repot s ond analyses
of these clear'ridentired ever!. written by our
sloe and c'rer area spec'olsts outside our

Center. It w fr also include on oserv,ev: from
the ',renter 5,0 11, imp! cation' and opplica
I or-s drown Iron, the reports.

Wotch for fu ?her onnovnceme Ins on tr- t pub?,
co,,on m it early fall.

91)
C. E.,

Communique is cur response to the situation We
often encounter in gearing our coverage of
materials to those that ore cf the greatest
interest to the greatest number. It will be a
selective dissemination news sheet.

This experimental publication will be directed
to one particular facet of our audience in the
first year Inc audience will be school counselors.
If the response it favorable, a second Corn
munique will be 'r, noted in onolher oreo within
Our Ot/ther.C..

The news sheet will be on alerting and informa
tine brief thot will identify key developments,
research outcomes, and exemplary programs that
hove high utility for the specifi: audience.

It will be published three times during she

school year, and will be assailable to school
counselors of a subscription rats of $2.00 per
year.

IPSI
ne v look is the oddities- of o new section

that gives trends and analysis of the moteriats
that hove orrived of ERIC/CAPS during the

previous tixmonth period, IPSI will continue
to index approximoley 1500 entries in each

The new section is the result cf on extensive
informotion analysis program -hot has been
undertaken by the CAPS slot, during the post
year. Our stool specialists witi be preparing
review articles in their oreo of specialty, and
will supplement the articles with documents
which have porticutor slgnificsnie for the proc
tracers in that area.

Tine new section will begin in Volume 4,

Number I of IPSI, which will Se availoble In
she early fall.

IPSI will continue to be ovelloble of o charge
of $9.00 per year for two issues.

Personnel Services Reviews
New papers, both in series, such os the one
on tie diadvan'aged, and in sngle issues, will
be added to our popular, concise Personnel

Services Review papers.

As in the past, each pope will consist of a
tyn,hes's of models, generorisctions, ond impri
co' ons, ply' o !,ibliography in on area shot
hot been targe'ed by our infor,onon spe:101,14.

The cost of rhete papers will ,onnnut al $1 00
ea-h.



Now Available

New Series Reports on

Conference Proceedings
With the announcement of four new publications, CAPS introduces a new series in our developing
list of products. The 'our publications initiate a series of papers which bring together the results
of our efforts in the urea of conference and workshop presenter one.

Each of the papers gives o substantive review of the proceeding:, of various occasions that have
been planned by the CAPS stafffrequently in response to invitaticns from professional associations
and other groups. Through publication of the ideas generated, :APS hopes to help spread the
work that is developed for and in particular programs, making it availoble for odditional use
and reference.

The papers in the new Proceedings series ore:

Proceedings: ERIC/CAPS at KPGA. (Keynote oddress and ERIC/CAPS presentation or the
Kentucky Personnel and Guidance Association foil conferen :e, in Lexington, Kentucky, on

October 28 ond 29, 19701

Proceedings: ERIC/CAPS as Wester. .ICES, (A report on o fullday workshop on "Images
of Counseling in the Seventies" conducted of ACES in San Dieeo, on November 24, 19701

These two papers ore aye:debit in limited supply from the CAPS ( enter at o cost of $1.00 each.

To order, see the Composite Ordering Frrm on the last page of I/1 I issue.

Proceedings: Strategies fez Guidance for the Disadvantaged. IA fell, substantive report of
the invitational conference cosponsored by ERIC/CAPS and the ERIC Clearinghouse on the
Urbon Disociventaged in Ann Arbor, on January 28 and 29, '970)

Proceedings: 1970 APOA Research Training Wcricshop. IA n port on the pre.APGA conven
tion workshops held in New Orleans on Morch 17.21, 1710, on the theme of -Utilizing
Reseorch in Counseling Frograms.-1

These papers are in process at the Center at this time. Watch f rr onnouncement of publication
in future issues of CAPS Capsule.

New IPSI Available
Volume 3, Number 2 of the Integrated Personnel Services Index i now ovoilable from the CAPS
Center. If you do not have a subscription, you moy order now and receive oil of Volume 3
(covering materials mode available during ell of I970).

This issue moths o signifeont goin in the amount of time it toket our staff to process the infor
motion for your use in (PSI. The informotion in Volume 3, Number 2 covers moterials mode
available in the period of July through December, 1970.

Copies of Volume 2 (1969) are still ovailoble at the regvfor rubscriprion price of $9.00 per
volume (2 issues). To order IPSI, please refer 10 the composite trdering form on the lost poge
of CAPS Capsule. Be sure to check your request for Volume 2, 3, now avoilable1, or 4

lovailoble in the fall).

New Monograph to Provide Handbook
On School Codes and Juvenile Laws
How con you 01 0 touneelor of personnel worker help 0 student write Is brought before the juvenile

over system, Does your school system seem swore of the current court decisions in the enforce
men* of school disciplinary pollees, %Trot rights le o el dens ant led to under the Conititution?

These ore one of the Questions 00 will be stimulated and arriwered con.,teeiy Ina new mor
nogroph soon la be published by ERIC/CAPS. The monograph, The Legal Rights of Secondary
School Students,- was commissioned by CAPS ond written by Pouf Perim°, Associate Director of
the Notioncl Juvenile Low Center at Sr. Louis University,

in the monograph which is subtitled, "A Handbook for School Fer Mr, Piersma hos outlined
the trognotcont court decisions and tends in the handling of students on school situatione ond in
th.e juvenile courts over recent years. it wil' also include specific implications for school personnel,
ond, a model high school d scipline code.

Wore), for onrouncement of this publicotion in tho nett ill," of CAPS Copsule.

...1+601 91/9TSC.i.T64.6stlilr of
oft Now-

;*ttc44.1.41Ho. i.rIct%pfli6ovklkho

rr Pilirtirs(Oca1164
ie. :Net* 15 (2121,1

:;:935.300)

Pik? 449 111:0!st
ffS t z Thi'orievk[as,

Srtliserertlial and Annual ' ; ;
Cumulations $40,00

Monthly. Srefonnseel one:.
'Aesissool $74,00

feglii..091;Afis obi
earehd' ,whss the csiesviati opt am 'six* ,

7 ;IA °Ny
j
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These CAPS Publications Are Still Available
The following pAil,coll...ns are sell ovoiloble in
Erni led quantities from CAPS,

PERSONNEL SERVICES REVIEW: Program. an

Drug Us. and Ab tie. November, 1910, 169,

(SI 001

PERSONNEL SERVICES REVIEW, Support Poisertnet
in °Mance Pregtams. November 1100, 14P,

IS1.001

PERSONNEL SERVICES REVIEWW, New Proctlesi
in Student Orientation, March, 1971, fit ,001
The Register to improve Cernmunliall, Habit.
IIICH11 A Dlec,ory, September, 1972, 1649,

152.001

A DS percent d.sccunl Is in effect on roultisle orders
of these publications To order, tee the Cornoosi s

Oider.ng Form on the last page of this is! ue.

In odd non, we st.!1 hove Cop;ei of ,he fo!oe.,ng
cues of CAPS Capsule. Single copes are frrie.

wiutyple coo,el ore 0,2,10121e of 50 Cents per COfry.

CAPS Capture: National Assessmen1 of EturatInnol
harm, Wore' 1970, 249.

CAPS Capsuls: Pau CounistIng, Sorir g 1570,
249

CAPS Capsule: A Leak Infis ills future, Fall 1970,
24P.

CAPS Caput.; The Caunisler In in Currant
Solna, W.nler 1971, 249,

Celaes may be obis .tied hr wrItIng to ERIC/CAPS.
Flcose .nd cote the number of copies des/red and
ericIcse Octet or request b

New EDRS Price List
A new pricing schedule for ERIC microfithe and
photo copy reproduction is now Its effect. Please
make note of shit fact when orthertsg any
tDnurnbered documents from previous' CAPS
Copsules or other publications. All priors listed
in previous publications ore incorrect; however,
new prices may be computed from the schedule
below.

A feature of the new toes is the avcrlobilisr
of any single document of a single price, with.
out regard for the number of microfiche it oc
copies. The priers pee tiff* is 65 cents. The new
schedule for Nord (photo) copy gives advantage
to long documents, with a minimum ()eke an
any document of 63.29. The schedule 'roe hard
copy is os follows,

Nweeltert *I pelee Ceti

1.100
101200
201.300
loch ocidtionol 1.100

,ge incrment $3.29

$320
84 511

3142

In addition, the new oddness far ordering ERRS
documents it

ERIC Docarnent Reproduction Sent:* (FORS)
IfASCO Infarrnehon Product*, ine.
4827 Rugby Avenue
Bethesda, Moryfor4 20014

.S. 14 complete 1085 Ortler;r.,1 I- strvctions
i,cl* the Ko,k cote,.

2? s, -4 1951

New Directions for U.S.O. E.
Announced by Commissioner

Sidney P. Morlond, Jr. was designated as the new Commissioner of Educotion in December of
1970 loll, ving 0 voCanCy of Siv months in the top post of U.S.O.E. Or, Morlond cited four
o ,ectives for the OPice of Educotion os he took office: Ill the restoration of public confidence of
the American people in education; 121 the improvement of educotion for thsodvonloged end rn(noriti
groups; (31 coricentrot,nn 017 reseorch and development of educotion in the future; and 14) uplifting
the "spirit of notonol concern" in the Office of Educotion.

Dr. Mcrlonci br,,gs to his new assignment more than 20 yeors experience as on edvcotionol
plonner, consultont, and odministrator of public school systems. Before his present appointment,
Dr. Morlond was president of the Institute for Edvcationol Development (ED), a nonprofit edvca
?ion& research and development organization wish headquarters in New York City. He joined the
stoR of IED os president in 1968 and look on octive port in its progroms Wetting to the evoluotion
of innercity educotion, the changing role of school leodership, and relotionships between the
business community and the oublic schools.

Since joining V.5.0 E , Dr, Morlond hos announced plans to restructure the organization of the
Oflice of Education to mole it more responsive to the needs of education.

0.E programs w,11 be odminisrered by o cluster of Deputy Commissioners for Monagement,
External Relations, School Systems, Developn.:nt, and Higher Educotion, os well os on Office of
Spec;o1 Concerns, Peter P. Muirheod hos been oppointed Executive Deputy Commissioner of Educe.
tion. Mr. muithead was serving os Associate Commissioner for Higher Educotion of the time of
his oppontment and hod served os Actmq Deputy Commissioner in 1908 and 1909 and as Acting
Commissioner in 1909.

The Notional Center for Edi_cot.onal Communication INCECI, al which ER'C is a port, will operate
under the Deputy Came, ssoner for Development, Dt. John 4, Ottino, Dr. Ott,no is former Chotrman
of the Board and rresdent of Worldwide Inforniat'on Systems and Clef executive officer of Com.
;Orr Systems Division of King Resources Compony. He hos worked with development of edvca
tipnol tra,,,ing afore,' and computerosysted instruction techniques omong other things,

Childhood Education Booklets Available
As port of Li 50R. s Neronol Center for EducatIonol Communtotion. the ERIC system contributed
in various ways to the December, 1%70 41(hite House Com'erence on Children and Youth. A lentos
of 3) booklets descrb,,g Model Program' in childhood '.dudes an were developed foe the (en
lerence, ord ore raw cuploble bow the Go.emrrent Prnt,rg Office.

Progro in t1.0 seats rouge frnm the preschool ord 1,ndercaoen 12.els through the elementary
level and empf. as 2e reodno end :onguoge development, day core, and early childhood educotion,
community mvatvervent, and .ridv,dualqeof instrucl,onal techn.q...es. Eoch booklet provides detc,11
about the putpcse of the program, the children reached, speof:c materials, foollitres, and von
involved. and cher fen,ues such as comet services, parental involvement, and costs.

A complere lar cl the heckle,' includnj o,c1c numbed and cc', 115 to 25 cents) is available
From EPIC ;CAPS
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How Are ERIC Documents Selected?
One of th? basic functions that CAPS fulfills
os part of the ERIC information system is the

ucquisition and selection of documents for in-
clusion in the Centro! ERIC collectton. ERIC

provides a vehicle for making available fugitive
materials. These inoterials ore frequently p e.
tented in the form of speeches, conference

reports, research reports, etc., yet hove not been
widely disseminoted, and therefore were r tit

avolloble previously for vie by persons other
than those who generated them.

Each day, VIC/CAPS receives documents lo be
reviewed for possible inclusion in Central
ERIC's mor.hly journal, Research in Education
IRIEj. These documents come from individuals,
projects, etc., throughout the counseling and
personnel services field and other related ore°,
of study. In short, we ore interested in any
unpublished materials, but primarily speeches,
reports, models, instruments, and program
descriptions,

Once the documents ore received, they are
screened by o document reviewer who is a

sub;ect mailer specialist and has an ongoing
awareness of developments in the different
fields for which CAPS has primory scponsibility.
Working from estoblished guidelines, each docu
meat is reviewed ond rated for possible indv
Con in RIE. The following is on obbrevioted
version of the criteria used for evoluoting
docker en,s.

One of the important considerations for 'elect
ton of a document is its timeliness. Is the
deciiment current in terms of the work being
done in the :pea: 01.0 with which it is

concerned?

A second considerotion is the thoroughness of
the report or description. Is the me hodologt,
explicit? Are the procedures described ade-
quately? Is the study replicoble? Are odequare
figures and robins included? Are references
includerr? Is it wotteen clearly?

The 'elation of documents for the ER C system
olio is bosed on the inherent quolty of the
document. In the case of a program descrip'
bon: Are there stated goals? Are the needs
the program was designed to meet presented?
Is evoluotrve data provided or ore future pro-
cedures for evoluotion provided? Or in the
cast of a research tport, Is the rotionole for
the research clearly +toted? Is the nature of
the reseorch cts:gn appropriate ond clearly
stated? Are the resolts reported gortralieable?

Selection cor:de',es at CAPS also call for on
Imam not on of romps titre quo's), of the

document. Flow does a specific document corn-
pare with other documents of a similar nature?

Innovativeress is a key consideration in the

selection process. Does the document p.esent
a new treatment, idea, or application? Or on
older treatment in a new framework? Does

the document provide an addition to the know!.
edge base? An impetus for further reoseorch
or action? What about relevancy? Goes the
document concern emerging profesional in.
terests and trends? Does the document present
"frontier.' knowledge regarding interests and
trends in tire field? Is the document concerned
with knowledge from other disciplines which
ore applicable to our Feld?

Finally, a document is reviewed for its com-

prehensivenessboth within itself, and os it
contributes to the coverage of the entire field
of counseling knowledge.

One additionol factor is considered before a
document review is completer Is the document
submitted o copy thot is edequate for repro
duction purposes? Most documents announced
in RIE are intended to be ovoiloble in microfiche
or photo copy form from ERIC Document Repro.
dxction Service, so the quarry of the copy we
receive is important.

If you wish to submit a document, bear in

mind thot all of the obove criteria do not share
equal impolonce in our selection process. We
encourage you to let us be the judge.

Submit two copies, preferably Gccompanied by
on obitroc' of 150 words, to the Assistant
Direcor for :-.formation Processing. ERIC/CAPS,
61 i Church Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.

CAPS Cosponsors Conference

On Small School Guidance
Counselors in rural settings face unique prob-
lems in the gaining ond exchange of informa-
tion for dealing with their special situationsa
problem that can be a challenge to an infor-
mation system such or ERIC, This was one of
several conclusions retched at a recent working
conference on -Guidance Needs of Rural Young-
'ter," held at Las C'uces, New Mexico. The

conference wos cospor sored by ERIC/CAPS and
the ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education at
Los Crust.; iERIC/CREiiSl.

The conference, held on January 18 lo 20,
1971, brought together c group of persons from
various tall school settings and specialists

from governmental ogsncies, clang with repre
sentatives of the two ERIC clearinghouse 'toffs,
to discuss the special concerns ond trends of
counseling in sniall school' and rural oreos.

Among the problems d 'cussed were the logisti-
col ospects of rural setting', such as: financial
problems; the rsed for administrative support
in oreos that do no' hove continual, direct

contort with teachers ond counselors; the .tcili-

totion of direct communication for inservice
leorning and sharing cmonq fellow counselors;
and the need for countelrng support for e"lucu-
tIon at oil levels.

Other considerations had to do with the op
prooch of the counselor, and the need of the
students in roof and smof school settings. It

was noted, for instonce, that *t. some ways
rural educoCon shores 4.a concerns of urban
education, e.g., in working with groups that
are -culturally differest.-

ERIC/CAPS ond ERIC/CRESS are now in the

process of preparing a publication on the con.
ference. Watch for en onnouncement in the
CAPS newsletter,

i.PiC
Sail I. Well (Hitt *mg 1:44 it Merriest' (Mend fins rtiefit) of the ItlIC/CAPS stiff Fein ERIC/
CREEP stall member, Mrs. Dotty Rose D. Disc and Dr. Williont C, Creel St Prow Mosito Stott
University diaries the otInt oontlirontO 00000 moors! by Pa two elterintheuste.
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COMPOSITE ORDER FORM *

Please enter my order for the following CAPS publications:

REGULAR CAPS PUBLICATIONS
(Number of cores)

CAPS Capsule
(Check here for General Mailing List)
(Three issues per year)

CAPS lournal
(Three issues per year)

@ (Free)

$5.00 per year=

CAPS Communique; A Nees Sheer for School Counselors
(Three issues per year) @ $2.00 per year=

The Integrated Personnel Services index (IPSI)
(Two issues per year/volume)

Volume 2 (1969) S9.00 per year

Volume 3 (1970) @ S9.00 per year=

Volume 4 (1971) @ S9.00 per year

OTHER CAPS PUBLICATIONS

Note: A 25% discount is in effect for multiple copies of these publications:

Proceedings: ERIC /CAPS at KPGA @ S1.00

Proceedings: ERIC /CAPS at Western ACES @ $1.00

Personnel Services Review: Programs
@ S1.00on Drug Use and Abuse

Personnel Servki:s Review: Suppurt
Personnel in Guidance Programs @ $1.00

Percfr.nel Services Review: New
@ S1.00i -actices in Student Orientation

The Register to Improve Communicative Habits (RICH):
A Directory @ $2.00

NAME

POSITION

ADDRESS

Check one Poymeri enclosed

Pleose enter totol here

Bill me (:)

ZIP CODE

Return to:

ERIC/CAPS

611 Church Street

Ann Arbor, Michigon

48104

Subscription rites liven are Subject to chance, The present fates ere based on the estimated cost. Notficatan of any Chang
Will be made Si soon is possible.

CT. 17-1(P.11:11 3o I 177417

: wr.st.n.e Sp,,rg 1971
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NEW

ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)

Ordering Instruction,

To order any of the documents listed in CAPS Car sule with on ED
number, the foliewing information must be furnished:

The ED number of the document.

The type of reproduction desiredphoto copy Me) ar microfiche
lif4P)

The number of co,- its being ordered.

AU orders must In in writing Payment must accompany orders
1000.

There is no handling charge. Soak Sale or Weary Rale postage Is
included in the new price schedule. The diSerenc between Soak
Rote of Library Rale and first clan or foreign foutsicht the contwenial
U. S I postage rote will be billed of cost.

Send order to

ERIC Documnnt Reproduction Service
LEASCO information Products Co
4827 Rugby Ave
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

toy,

FI)

Staff

Director Garry R. Wall

&social. Director Ralph W. Bonfield

Assistant Directors

Information Analysis Mrs. Marlene B. Pringle

Information Processing Mrs. Susan F. Kersch

Special Sgrvices no., K. Harrison

Student Personnel Services Thom..s A. Butts

Research Associate Ronald 0. Havelock

Research Associate Mrs. Juliet V. Miller

Publications Coordinntor__ _ Mrs. Judith W. Mattson

LRC librians Mrs. Mary Hurd
Mrs. Pat *grin

Computer Information Specialist. __ _Mary Jane Kidder

Staff Writer_ Mrs. Carol K. 'allow
Administrative Assistant Carlton 0. Alexander
Input Process Associate Aathleen Hanky
Secretaries Darlene Stone

Gall Thompson
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